
Five minion conundrums 
       

Introduction 
 

My book ‘Science Uncoiled’ describes the ‘minion’, a coiled abacus composed of 

DNA and protein serving as the chip in the brain. It imposes anomalies on mathematical 

logic such as our preference for using ratios and percentages when comparing numbers, 

consistent with exponents and logarithms. Minions comprise 9-coil drums with 

configurations of 9*63 proton-ordered hydrogen bonds on their inner and outer surfaces 

acting as binary switches to store information. The ~1.8 M minions in every human cell 

nucleus account better for personality biased intelligence than the neural network model. See 

www.scienceuncoiled.co.uk for a summary; proofs of the following conjectures would 

counter scepticism.  
 

1 Particles and planes  
 

The Tyger equation, inspired by William Blake’s ‘What immortal hand or eye dare 

frame thy fearful symmetry?’ describes the minion’s perception of straight line:  

 
The Tyger equation 

using polar coordinates ϴ and Ф, β = 63-9, τ ≈ 1.39 * 10-15 sec and e = base of natural 

logarithms. 

 

Using topology, prove light is warped in this way makes plane surfaces appear 

spherical, implying everything from fundamental particles to stars consists of planes. 

 

2 Biological clocks 
 

My anthropocentric account of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle is based on the time 

taken for the hydrogen bonds between DNA phosphates and amino acid ω-amines to switch 

like rows of dominoes collapsing. It’s the minion biological clock’s time unit, τ, replacing 

Planck’s constant, h. The minion’s 18 tracks constitute the clock’s 18 hands, using β-sheet 

spacing 7.37 Å and the velocity of light, the time to travel thrice round the fastest coil is: 

 

τ = 3 * 189 * 7.37 * 10-10/3 * 108 ≈ 1.39 * 10-15 sec. 

 

where the initial 3 reflects Dekatron™ logic, there are 189 base pairs per coil. 

 

http://www.scienceuncoiled.co.uk/


 
 

Dekatron™ assembly & H-bond switching in palladium-bound water  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phosphate-amine H-bond switch 

 

Other coils take 63N * τ, where N = 1 to 18; N = 11, 13 and 18 yield values for day-

length, Sun-spot cycle period and age of the universe. Time intervals outside the range τ 

to 6318 * τ, zero and ∞ are unknowable. Reappraise the logic and verify precise 

agreement. 

 

3 Pulsars evidence nuclear fusion 

 
The minion’s oscillating hydrogen bonds 

accelerate protons, mass pm, along adjacent 

tunnels, T with sufficient energy to fuse with 

nuclei of molecules obstructing their passage: 

 

½ pm (c/189)2 ≈ 13,000 eV. 

 

According to [1] above, nuclei are plane 

combinations. In the carbon-nitrogen cycle, a 

proton plane inserted to dodecahedral carbon, 12C 

yields 13C. Another creates 14N, an octrahedron + 

cube; then unstable 15N and finally tetrahedral 

helium, 4He is released, leaving 12C.  

 

      Tunnels along minion coils        

 

 



           
9 Plane combinations          Carbon-nitrogen cycle    

 

The recoiling reaction products, typically from carbon dioxide, 12CO2 | 
13CO2, nitrogen 

dioxide, 14NO2 | 
15NO2, methane, 12CH4 | 

13CH4 and ammonia 14NH4 | 
15NH4 emit γ-rays. 

Their ½-lives and energies are functions of atomic weight and chemical bonding; they 

correlate with those of pulsars, implying Earth life produces γ-rays which are diffracted by 

biological moieties and warped by the Tyger equation, returning to source like boomerangs. 

 

Other examples of cold fusion include that Fleischmann and Pons reported on 

palladium, neutron emission during electric storms and cavitation when bubbles collapse. 

Prove these correlations statistically. 

 

4 Biological morphology 
 

‘Differentiation DNA’ bound ‘transport 

DNA’s, analogous to messenger RNA bound 

transfer RNAs in protein synthesis, encode 

‘hook’ proteins, interconnecting cells more 

simply than biotechnologists’ patent formulae. 

 

Eggs, sperm and immune system white 

blood cells have 1 hook, filamentous algae like 

spirogyra have 2, sponges are sheets of cells 

connected by 3 hooks, primitive worms consist 

of bi-layers joined by 4 hooks and our essential 

organs use 5 hooks. 6 hooks allow unlimited 

growth of tumours and cancers unless the 

immune system prevails. The 6-hook theorem, a 

3-D version of the 2-D 4-colour mapping 

theorem, needs proof. 

Five cell combinations, 6th allows          

 tumour/cancer formation 

 

 



5 Origin of life 
 

My serendipitous discovery of a tetragonal 

variant of cubic ice crystallizing in liquid nitrogen was 

recently corroborated. 16 ice structures are now 

known, some orderly, most existing only at extreme 

temperatures and pressures. Ice XIc has a diamond-

like structure. At 72 K it undergoes a ferroelectric 

phase transition to accommodate water molecules’ 

irregular tetrahedral shape, sharing the entropy Linus 

Pauling established for ice Ih above that temperature:  

 

O•••H–O or O–H•••O at random.     Diamond structure 

 

Using: 

H-bond length h    1.75 Å 

OH-bond length b    1.01 Å 

Tetrahedral ∠ θa    104.5º  

H-O-H bond ∠ θb    109.5º 

Charge cloud ∠ θc    120º  

Dipole moment μ    1.27 * 10-29 

Dielectric const ε   3.1  

Avogadro number N   6.02 * 1023 

Electric constant εo   8.85 * 10-12  

Planck’s constant h  6.63 * 10-34 

Velocity of light c       3 * 108 

Molecular coordinates of ice Ic: 

∆x, y = (b + h) sin (½ θa)  2.255Å 

∆z = (b + h) cos (½ θa)   1.597Å 

Molecular coordinates of ice XIc: 

∆x,y = b sin(½ θb) + h sin(½ θc) 2.315Å      

∆z = b cos (½ θb) + h cos (½ θc) 1.495Å        Ice It ferroelectric transition     

 

The latent energy released per molecule, E may be calculated: 

 

E   =       μ2          =          (1.27 * 10-29)2         ΣE ≈ 22.3 kJ/mol           

         4 π ε ε0 r
3             4 π * 3.1 * 8.85 * 10-12 * r3 

 

This equals life’s energy currency, the phosphodiester bond energy of ATP with wavelength 

λ = h * c * N / ΣE: 

 

λ = (6.63 * 10-34) * (3 * 108) * (6.02 * 1023) / (2.23 * 104) = 5.37 μ 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2D model of ordering phase transition and transition temperatures 
 

 The discrepancy between this result and my assumed wavelength, λ ≈ 4μ calls 

for independent scrutiny. 

 

See www.scienceuncoiled.co.uk for background information. SCIENCE UNCOILED 

was published by Melrose Press in Spring 2016. 

 

Michael T Deans, email michaeltdeans@gmail.com.  
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